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Thethunderstormsaretypicalmesoscalesystemsdominatedbyintenseconvection.Mesoscalemodelsareessentialfortheaccurate
prediction of such high-impact weather events. In the present study, an attempt has been made to compare the simulated results of
three thunderstorm events using NMM and ARW model core of WRF system and validated the model results with observations.
Bothmodelsperformedwellincapturingstabilityindiceswhichareindicatorsofsevereconvective activity. Comparisonofmodel-
simulatedradarreﬂectivityimagerieswithobservationsrevealedthatNMMmodelhassimulatedwellthepropagationofthesquall
line, while the squall line movement was slow in ARW. From the model-simulated spatial plots of cloud top temperature, we can
see that NMM model has better captured the genesis, intensiﬁcation, and propagation of thunder squall than ARW model. The
statistical analysis of rainfall indicates the better performance of NMM than ARW. Comparison of model-simulated thunderstorm
aﬀected parameters with that of the observed showed that NMM has performed better than ARW in capturing the sharp rise in
humidity and drop in temperature. This suggests that NMM model has the potential to provide unique and valuable information
for severe thunderstorm forecasters over east Indian region.
1.Introduction
Thunderstorm,resultingfromvigorousconvectiveactivity,is
oneofthemostspectacularweatherphenomenaintheatmo-
sphere. Northeastern part of Indian region (20◦Nt o2 4 ◦N
latitude, 85◦Et o9 3 ◦E longitude) experiences thunderstorms
at higher frequency during premonsoon months (March–
May), when the atmosphere is highly unstable because of
high temperatures prevailing at lower levels. These storms
predominantly come from the northwest and hence called
Nor’wester, locally named as “Kal-baishakhi” [1], though
they can come from other directions as well. They are often
associated with moderate/severe squalls achieving a speed in
the range of 130–150km/hr, which may even reach tornadic
violence causing considerable damage to property and loss
of life. Such severe weather systems aﬀect the crops and lives
on the ground and aviation aloft [2]. Naturally, it has im-
mense economic and societal impact on human existence.
The associated large hailstones, high wind gust, and heavy
rainfall have given the weather phenomenon a hazardous
facet. Because of its propensity to harm life and property,
this weather phenomenon has drawn the attention of the
professional meteorologists for the last nine decades [3].
A warm, moist, and southerly low levelﬂow fromthe Bay
of Bengal and a cool, dry, westerly, or northwesterly upper-
level ﬂow give rise to a favorable synoptic setting for the for-
mationofNor’westers.Further,Nor’westershaveamesoscale
structure with a very rapid development. The surface ob-
servations and radiosonde data are usually being used for
forecasting Nor’westers. However, the timing and spacing
of these observations are often inadequate to diagnose the
evolution of preconvective conditions of Nor’westers. The
understanding and prediction of these weather events is a
challenge to the atmospheric scientists. STORM programme
focuses a comprehensive observational and modeling study
on genesis, evolution, and life cycle of intense tropical con-
vective activities over east and northeast regions of India
during premonsoon period through mesonetwork of obser-
vations and mesoscale analysis and prediction systems. As
the Nor’westers also aﬀect Bangladesh, Nepal, and Bhutan,2 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
therefore, in 2009 the ﬁeld experiment was extended to cover
these countries as well. A coordinated ﬁeld experiment
named “SAARC STORM” was conducted jointly with the 4
countries during 1–31 May 2009 [4].
Numerical modeling has made substantial advances in
the modeling of convective clouds and mesoscale convective
systems [5]. Many mesoscale models like MM5, WRF-ARW
(advanced research WRF), WRF-NMM (nonhydrostatic me-
soscale model), ARPS (advanced regional prediction system)
and RAMS (regional atmospheric modeling system) have
been in operational use for forecasting thunderstorms at
manyplacesintheworld.Abasiccharacteristicofthesemod-
els is that their governing equations are nonhydrostatic since
the vertical and horizontal scales of convection are similar.
Suchmodelsarealsonecessaryforexplicitlyresolvinggravity
waves triggered by clouds. Presently, mesoscale models hav-
ing a resolution less than 9km are also available for the sim-
ulation and prediction of regional weather systems. These
models can be used for a variety of applications including
simulation and prediction of heavy rainfall, severe thunder-
storms, and tropical cyclones [6–8]. Thunderstorm forecast-
ing is one of the most diﬃcult tasks in weather prediction,
due to their rather small spatial and temporal extension [9].
The understanding of the dynamical/physical mech-
anisms of thunderstorms is essential for improving the
forecast of these systems. One of the ways to understand the
physics and dynamics of these severe thunderstorms is to
simulate these systems with the help of mesoscale models. A
number of studies have been carried out [10, 11]t os i m u l a t e
thunderstorms for studying various dynamical and physi-
cal processes occurring within them. Accurate simulation
requires knowledge about “where” and “when” storms will
develop and how they will evolve. The high-resolution non-
hydrostaticmesoscalemodels withsophisticated parameteri-
zationschemesfortheimportantphysicalprocesseswouldbe
a very useful tool for reasonably accurate prediction of these
severe thunderstorms [12]. However, mesoscale research
and forecasting in India could not keep pace with devel-
opments of the post-1970 period, especially in respect of
mesoscale observational techniques (Doppler weather radar
(DWR), wind proﬁlers, mesonetwork), mesoscale analysis,
and mesoscale numerical weather prediction (NWP) [13].
In India, studies related to modeling of clouds are very
scarce and in particular intense thunderstorm events [14].
Simulation of severe thunderstorms with high-resolution
mesoscalemodelsovereastIndianregionhasbeenattempted
by many Indian researchers recently [7, 15–17].
In the present study, an attempt has been made to
compare the simulated results of three thunderstorm events
(03 May 2009, 11 May 2009, and 15 May 2009) during
SAARC STORM ﬁeld experiment 2009, using WRF-NMM
model developed by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)/National Centers for Environment
Prediction (NCEP) and WRF-ARW modeling system devel-
oped by National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
The capacities of the WRF-NMM and WRF-ARW model in
retrieving precipitation ﬁelds over east Indian region during
three severe thunderstorm events were analyzed, by compar-
ing the outputs of the models with ground observations. A
quantitative veriﬁcation of the results was performed with
classical statistics parameters, namely, mean absolute error
(MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and correlation
coeﬃcient (CC). The temporal variations of temperature
and relative humidity, which are useful for occurrence and
intensity of the severe thunderstorms, are evaluated and
validated the model results with observations. The model-
simulated radar reﬂectivity and cloud top temperature were
compared with the Kolkata DWR and Kalpana satellite
imageries, to verify whether the models were able to simulate
thegenesis,intensiﬁcation,andpropagationofthesethunder
squalls. This study is presented in the following manner.
Section 2 presentsthecasedescriptionofallthreecasestaken
up in the present study. Section 3 presents the description
of numerical model and conﬁgurations. The results and
discussion are described in Section 4 and the conclusions in
Section 5.
2.CaseDescription
Forthepresentstudy,threeseverethunderstormcasesduring
SAARC STORM ﬁeld experiment 2009 have been taken, and
the description of each case is as follows.
Case 1 was a severe thunderstorm, which was reported
on 03 May 2009 over Kolkata (Figure 1) with a maximum
speed of 61.2kmph lasting for a few minutes. This intense
convective event produced 31.4mm rainfall over Kolkata. In
the synoptic charts at 0000UTC, a low-pressure area was
found at the surface over north Chattisgarh and adjoining
Jharkhand, and a trough from this extending southward up
to interior Tamilnadu across Andhra Pradesh is found. At
1.5km above sea level (a.s.l), cyclonic circulation is seen
over west Uttar Pradesh, and a trough from this extends
southeastwards up to south peninsula across east Madhya
Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh. No signiﬁcant trough in
midtroposphere. No subtropical westerly jet maxima were
seen over the region. A few places recorded moderate rainfall
over Gangetic West Bengal (GWB) and isolated rainfall over
Orissa, Chattisgarh, and Bihar. Bankura recorded 24.9mm
and Sriniketan 38.2mm of rainfall.
Case 2 was a severe thunderstorm, which was reported
on 11 May 2009 over Kolkata with squally winds of the order
of 87kmph. Rainfall of 33.3mm was reported over Kolkata.
The synoptic charts show a trough at sea level chart from
east Uttar Pradesh to north Tamilnadu across east Madhya
Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh. Cyclonic circulation in lower
levels is found over Bihar and neighborhood. Trough from
this extends up to extreme south peninsula across Chattis-
garh, Telangana, and Rayalaseema. Another cyclonic circu-
lation was existed over Arunachal Pradesh and adjoining
Assam and Meghalaya. A trough from Arunachal Pradesh to
northwest Bay of Bengal was found in middle troposphere.
Subtropical westerly jet maxima were found over the region.
Light-to-moderate rain occurred at few places over Orissa
and GWB with Midnapore and Alipore reporting 17.8mm
and 21.9mm, respectively.
Case 3 was a severe thunderstorm, which was reported
on 15 May 2009. A squall passed over Kolkata at 1230UTC
on 15 May 2009 with a maximum speed of 68.4kmph. ThisThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 3
Figure 1: The geographical location of Kolkata in West Bengal (region of study).
Table 1: ARW and NMM model conﬁguration.
Model WRF-NMM WRF-ARW
Dynamics Nonhydrostatic Nonhydrostatic
Horizontal resolution 3km 3km
Forecast length 24hrs 24hrs
Map projection Rotated latitude and
longitude Mercator
Horizontal grid
system Arakawa E-grid Arakawa C-grid
Vertical coordinate
Hybrid sigma to
pressure vertical
coordinate (38levels)
Terrain following
sigma vertical
coordinate (38
levels)
Radiation GFDL/GFDL GFDL/GFDL
Surface layer Janjic scheme Janjic scheme
Land surface Noah land surface
scheme
Noah land
surface model
Cumulus Grell-Devenyi Grell-Devenyi
PBL parameterization Mellor-Yamada-Janjic Mellor-Yamada-
Janjic
Microphysics Ferrier (new eta)
scheme
Ferrier (new eta)
scheme
intense convective event produced 16.9mm rainfall over
Kolkata. The synoptic charts show a trough at sea level from
east Madhya Pradesh to south coastal Tamilnadu across
Telangana and another trough to northeast Bay of Bengal
across Orissa. Cyclonic circulation seen in lower levels over
Table 2: The diﬀerent stability indices and their critical values for
severe thunderstorm.
Stability
indices Description
Critical values
for severe
thunderstorm
Lifted index T500 −Tparcel < −3
K index (T850 − T500)+Td 850 −(T700 −
DT700) >33
Total Totals (T850 +T d 850) −2(T500) >44
Showalter
index T500 −T850 < −2
SWEAT index 12Td850 + 20(TT −49) + 2f850 +
f500 + 125(s+ 0.2) >250
CAPE
 zn
zf g(Tvparcel −Tvenv/Tvenv)dz >1500
CIN
 ztop
zbottom g(Tvparcel−Tvenv/Tvenv)dz <50
West Uttar Pradesh and a trough from this extends up to
coastal Andhra Pradesh across Vidarbha with embedded
cyclonic circulation over Telangana. Trough in midtropo-
sphere is found from Arunachal Pradesh to north Bay of
Bengal. Subtropical westerly jet maxima were found over
the region. A few places of GWB recorded moderate rainfall
andisolatedrainfalloverOrissaandBihar.Bankurarecorded
34.0mm and Midnapore 51.6mm of rainfall [4].
The common feature in the synoptic situation in all the
cases was a trough, or a low pressure area was observed
at the surface extending from Uttar Pradesh/Chattisgarh to4 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
Table 3:ComparisonofNMM-andARW-model-simulatedstabilityindiceswithFNLanalysisforthreethunderstormeventsduringSAARC
STORM ﬁeld experiment 2009.
Stability
indices
Critical
level
Thunder
storm cases
0000UTC 1200UTC
FNL NMM ARW FNL NMM ARW
CAPE >1500
3 May 2035 2947 3338 3412 3361 3583
11 May 2959 3685 3455 2248 3932 3963
15 May 2395 3033 3100 656 2993 3554
MEAN 2463 3221.7 3297.7 2105.3 3428.7 3700
LI < −3
3M a y −5 −7 −8 −7 −7 −8
11 May −9 −10 −9 −6 −10 −11
15 May −8 −9 −8 −2 −6 −8
MEAN −7.3 −8.7 −8.3 −5 −7.7 −9
TT >44
3 May 48 50 49 47 49 50
1 1 M a y 5 25 15 15 25 65 8
1 5 M a y 5 15 05 04 64 34 7
MEAN 50.3 50.3 50 48.3 49.3 51.9
KI >33
3 May 20 29 30 42 29 26
1 1 M a y 2 82 82 74 43 93 6
1 5 M a y 3 53 33 43 72 92 8
MEAN 27.7 30 30.3 41 32.3 30
Table 4: Comparison of modeled precipitation of three thunderstorm cases with rain gauge observations.
Date Station LAT LONG IMD ARW NMM
3-May-09
Dum Dum 22.39 88.27 31.4 6.56 23.26
Bankura 23.13 87.04 24.9 12.62 14.73
Basirhat 22.4 88.53 21.2 12.14 14.12
Sriniketan 23.39 87.42 38.2 35.24 26.06
Balasore 21.3 86.56 43.3 11.8 31.04
Jamshedpur 22.44 86.12 35.8 32 15.49
MEAN 32.47 18.39 20.78
11-May-09
Dum Dum 22.39 88.27 33.3 12.48 23.10
Bankura 23.22 87.07 22 3.44 15.13
Canning 22.25 88.67 26.4 12.87 21.00
Basirhat 22.4 88.53 48.4 18.74 24.75
Digha 21.83 87.8 24.4 0 10.08
Kharagpur 22.2 87.19 16.8 19.31 11.99
MEAN 28.55 11.14 17.68
15-May-09
Dum Dum 22.39 88.27 16.9 35.30 17.19
Bankura 23.13 87.04 34 20.40 24.69
Krishnagar 23.24 88.31 19.6 17.17 18.72
Digha 21.5 87.48 21 18.4 18.39
Midnapore 22.25 87.19 51.6 17.7 26.54
Haldia 22.04 88.04 33.2 21.2 30.39
MEAN 29.38 21.69 22.65
Table 5: Statistical analysis of modeled precipitation for three thunderstorm cases.
Statistical analysis Description NMM ARW
Correlation coeﬃcient (CC) cc =

(fi − f)(oi −o)/

(fi − f )
2(oi −o)
2 0.565 0.121
Root mean square error (RMSE) RMSE =

(1/N)
N
i=1 (fi −oi)
2 13.785 18.464
Mean absolute error (MAE) MAE = (1/N)
N
i=1 |fi −oi| 10.905 15.379The Scientiﬁc World Journal 5
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Figure 2: Inter comparison of NMM and ARW model simulated and observed diurnal variation of surface relative humidity (%) over
Kolkata on (a) 03 May 2009 (b) 11 May 2011 (c) 15 May 2011.
Tamilnadu along Andhra Pradesh, with cyclonic circulations
at 1.5km a.s.l over Uttar Pradesh/Bihar. A trough in the mid
troposphere was found in cases 2 and 3 (11, May, 2009 and
15,May,2009)whichwasabsentintheﬁrstcase.Intheupper
levels the westerly jet maxima was providing good amount
divergence in Cases 2 and 3, but was not found in case 1.
Moisture incursion was found in the lower levels in all the
three cases with moist southerly/southwesterly winds from
Bay of Bengal sweeping the domain. In view of the above
environmental settings, it can be further seen that although
there was enough moisture incursion in the ﬁrst case, the
convective system developed on the day was comparatively
weak which displayed weak echoes. This can be attributed
to nonsupportive synoptic situation in the mid and high
levels, where as in the other two cases the synoptic situation
was favorable both in the lower and higher levels producing
strongerechoesaswerewitnessedinDWRimages(Figures4,
7,and10).Thedirectionofmovementofthesqualllinesgen-
erated over the western part of the domain over Jharkhand
was southwesterly, and the ones initiated over northwest
Bangladesh were southerly. This feature of movement of the
squall lines was similar in all the three cases. So the cases
basically diﬀer in convection getting initiated under weaker
and stronger synoptic situation.
3.NumericalModel
NMM and ARW modeling systems were used in this study to
perform cloud-resolving simulation of thunderstorm events
that occurred over east Indian region during the ﬁeld exper-
iment of SAARC STORM programme 2009. Several studies
relatedtothesimulationofseverethunderstormeventsusing
NMM model have been performed worldwide [12, 18, 19].
Researches related to comparison of impacts of ARW and
NMM mesoscale dynamic cores over the US have been
performed [20–22]. This study is the ﬁrst attempt in India
to compare ARW and NMM models in the same WRF
framework for the simulation of thunderstorm events.
NMM runs are initialized through the same basic mech-
anism as the ARW runs: the WRF preprocessing system
(WPS) reads GRIB data from an initializing model and
interpolates it onto the target WRF domain grid. However,
the functionality of the WPS had to be expanded to handle
the horizontal staggering, map projection, and vertical coor-
dinate used by the NMM, as each is distinct from its ARW
counterpart. The NMM is a fully compressible, nonhydro-
static mesoscale model with a hydrostatic option. The model
uses a terrain following hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coor-
dinate. NMM model surfaces are terrain-following sigma6 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 3: Inter, comparison of NMM- and ARW-model-simulated and observed diurnal variation of surface temperature (◦C) over Kolkata
on (a) 03, May, 2009 (b) 11, May, 2011 and (c) 15, May, 2011.
surfaces near the ground, purely isobaric above a prescribed
pressure value (typically about 420hPa), and relax from
terrain following to isobaric over the intervening depth. Fur-
ther details of the vertical coordinate can be found in [23],
while ARW model’s vertical coordinate is a terrain-following
hydrostatic pressure coordinate.
Another key diﬀerence between the NMM and ARW
relevant to model initialization is the use of a rotated
latitude-longitude grid in the NMM. The simplicity of a
latitude-longitude grid is made applicable over the entire
globe by rotating the earth’s latitude-longitude grid such that
the equator and prime meridian intersect at the center of
the NMM’s computational grid. This rotation minimizes the
convergence of meridians, keeping the true horizontal scale
relatively uniform over the domain. The grid staggering used
in NMM model is the Arakawa E-grid, where both wind
components are collocated on the same grid point oﬀset
from the associated mass point. Rationale for selecting an E-
grid over the more widely used Arakawa C grid is discussed
elsewhere [24]. ARW model grid staggering is the Arakawa
C-grid.
NMM model uses a forward-backward scheme for hor-
izontally propagating fast waves, implicit scheme for ver-
tically propagating sound waves, Adams-Bashforth scheme
for horizontal advection, and Crank-Nicholson scheme for
vertical advection. The same time step is used for all terms.
The dynamics conserve a number of ﬁrst- and second-order
quantities including energy and enstrophy [25], while ARW
model uses higher-order numerics. This includes the Runge-
Kutta 2nd- and 3rd-order time integration schemes and
2nd- to 6th-order advection schemes in both horizontal and
vertical directions. It uses a time-split small step for acoustic
and gravity-wave modes. The dynamics conserves scalar var-
iables. Both models support a variety of capabilities, which
include real-data simulations, full physics options, nonhy-
drostatic and hydrostatic (runtime option), one-way static
nesting, and applications ranging from meters to thousands
of kilometers.
In the present study, both ARW and NMM models were
integrated for a period of 24 hours starting from 0000UTC
of each day and ending at 0000UTC of the following day.
Boundary and initial conditions for both models are from
the high-resolution global ﬁnal (FNL) analyses data set of
NCEP with 1.00 × 1.00 lat/lon grids. Both models thus have
a common starting point and avoid a potential source of
diﬀerence. A single domain was conﬁgured with 3km hor-
izontal spatial resolution, which is reasonable in capturing
the mesoscale cloud clusters. The domain covers 84.5◦Et oThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 7
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Figure 4: Kolkata Doppler weather radar (DWR) composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) imageries from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
92.5◦E and 19.5◦N to 27.5◦N, and the grids are centered at
88.5◦E, 23.5◦N. Both NMM and ARW domains are conﬁg-
ured with vertical structure of 38 unequally spaced sigma
(nondimensional pressure) levels. In this study, we chose the
same physics options for both the ARW and NMM sim-
ulations. Both models used Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory(GFDL)forradiation[26],Mellor-Yamada-Janjic
(MYJ) scheme [27] for planetary boundary layer, Ferrier
scheme [28] for microphysics, Janjic similarity scheme for
surface layer [29], Noah land surface scheme for land surface
[30], and Grell-Devenyi cloud ensemble scheme [31]f o r
cumulus parameterization. All the above schemes are well
tested for NMM and ARW models. Table 1 shows the model
conﬁguration of the present study.
Output from each model is postprocessed to bring them
back to a common format that enables direct comparison.
The NCEP WRF postprocessor (WPP) vertically interpolates
output from each model onto isobaric surfaces, diagnoses
various ﬁelds not directly computed by the models, and
generates a GRIB ﬁle on the model’s native projection (ro-
tated latitude longitude for the NMM and mercator for the
ARW). NCEP’s “product generator” horizontally interpo-
lates the data from each model onto a common grid used
for visualization and veriﬁcation. The hourly observations
of AWS data, DWR imageries over Kolkata, Kalpana satellite
imageries and rain gauge observations collected during the
SAARC STORM ﬁeld experiment 2009 are used in this
present study for model validation.
4. Results and Discussion
A number of meteorological conditions are required for con-
vectiontostart.Theseconditions areinstability,asuﬃciently
deep humid layer in the lower and middle troposphere, and
an updraft, which are needed to initiate convection, since
the updrafts related to processes on a synoptic scale are too8 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 5: NMM-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) pictures from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
slow to lift the air to the level of free convection (LFC). The
formation of thunderstorms is an interaction between these
conditions on diﬀerent scales. Convective systems depend
primarily on large-scale processes that develop an adequate
thermodynamic structure, whereas processes on a mesoscale
act basically at the beginning of the convective phenomenon
[32, 33]. In this paper, we are analyzing some of the severe
thunderstorm-aﬀected parameters by comparing NMM and
ARW model for three severe thunderstorm cases over east
Indian region.
4.1. Analysis of Stability Indices. Stability indices have been a
cornerstone in the forecasting of convection for many dec-
ades and often are used in the research literature as well.
These indices are very helpful in predicting the severe
weather events. The indices are having critical values and
above these critical values, we can say that there is possibility
of the severe convection. Studies on the eﬃciency of diﬀerent
stability indices for the thunderstorm prediction have been
made by several authors [34–36]. Advection of warm air in
the lower levels and cold air in the upper levels (generally
associated with deep troughs in upper tropospheric wester-
lies) increases the conditional instability in the atmosphere
and favor outbreak of severe thunderstorms [37, 38].
The introduction of an index by Showalter [39]r e p -
resents a watershed moment, beyond which we have seen
a steady proliferation of indices, which are lifted index,
SWEAT, K index, total totals index, CAPE, and so forth.
Many of these indices are keyed to mandatory pressure
levels, with Showalter’s prototype, for example, being tiedThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 9
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Figure 6: ARW-model-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
exclusivelyto850and500hPa.Convectiveavailablepotential
energy (CAPE) is perhaps the index least dependent on
mandatory pressure levels, since it involves integration
between levels of some physical signiﬁcance (the LFC and
the LNB). CAPE represents the amount of buoyant energy
available to accelerate a parcel vertically, and a CAPE value
greater than 1500Jkg−1 is suggested by Rasmussen and Wil-
helmson [40] as being necessary for super cells to form.
Lifted index (LI) measures the diﬀerence between a parcel’s
temperaturescomparedwiththeenvironmentaltemperature
at 500hPa, after the parcel has been lifted from the lifting
condensation level [41]. The LI is proved useful for indicat-
ing the likelihood of severe thunderstorms. The chances of a
severethunderstormarebestwhentheLIislessthanorequal
to −3. This is because air rising in these situations is much
warmer than its surroundings and can accelerate rapidly and
create tall and violent thunderstorms.
The K index (KI) is a combination of the vertical totals
(VT) and lower tropospheric moisture characteristics. The
VT is the temperature diﬀerence between 850 and 500hPa,
while the moisture parameters are the 850hPa dew point
and 700hPa dew point depression. The KI has proved useful
in indicating the probability of severe thunderstorms. As
the KI increases, so does the probability of having a severe
thunderstorm [41]. Miller [42] introduced the total totals
index (TTI) for identifying areas of potential thunderstorm
development. It accounts for both static stability and the
presence of 850hPa moisture. A TTI of greater than 4410 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 7: Kolkata DWR composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) imageries from 1000 to 1300UTC on 11, May, 2009.
indicates favorable conditions for development of severe
thunderstorms [41]. The question is how eﬀective these are
when employed as thunderstorm predictors, that is, used for
“thundery” or “non thundery” forecasts according to a cer-
tainthresholdvalue.Usuallyconvectiveindicesareemployed
to alert the meteorologist on thunderstorm occurrence or
nonoccurrence. Often a certain threshold value is deﬁned
above (below) which the possibility of thunderstorms is con-
sidered. Table 2 shows the diﬀerent stability indices and their
critical values for severe thunderstorms. It should be noted
that some of these indices are best suited for forecasting
during certain conditions. For example, the KI is optimal for
predicting air mass thunderstorms [40].
In the present study, an attempt is made to examine dif-
ferentstabilityindicesobtainedfromNMMandARWmodel
in three thunderstorm days during SAARC STORM ﬁeld
experiment 2009 at 0000UTC and 1200UTC over Kolkata
(22.52◦N, 88.37◦E). FNL-analyzed data has been used for
the validation of model-simulated stability indices. Table 3
shows the intercomparison of FNL-analyzed and model-
simulated stability indices over Kolkata at 0000UTC and
1200UTC. The NMM- and ARW-model-simulated CAPE
valuesarehighandgreaterthanthecriticallevelat0000UTC
and 1200UTC of these three thunderstorm events, which is
a favorable condition for severe thunderstorms. The model-
simulated CAPE values of 03, May, 2009 at 1200UTC are
close to the FNL-analyzed values (Table 3). It is also seen that
except on 15, May, 2009, where the FNL value of CAPE is
less than that of the model-simulated values, on all other
daystheFNLanalyzedandsimulatedCAPEvaluesaregreater
than 2000J/kg. On 15, May, 2009, the NMM- and ARW-
model-simulated CAPE values were 2993J/kg and 3554J/kg
which are far greater than the FNL-analyzed CAPE value of
656J/kg. The mean of simulated CAPE values at 1200UTC
is found to be much larger than the FNL-analyzed values
indicating that the models tend to simulate large CAPEThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 11
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Figure 8: NMM-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) pictures from 1000 to 1300UTC on 11, May, 2009.
values at 1200UTC, when commonly thunderstorms occur.
The mean of simulated LI values of both the models at
0000UTC is nearly the same and is less than the critical level
and a similar trend as that of CAPE values at 1200UTC,
where the diﬀerence is large between the FNL-analyzed and
simulated values. The mean of simulated TTI at 0000UTC
and 1200UTC shows a high value (more than 48), which
is a favorable for severe thunderstorm occurrence and is
in exact match with the FNL-derived values at 0000UTC.
The mean of simulated KI values of both the models at
0000UTC is in good agreement with that of FNL-derived KI
value, but the values at 1200UTC are far less than the FNL-
derived value. But NMM values are more matching with the
critical value (>33) than ARW required for thunderstorm
occurrence. Examination of all the model-simulated stability
indices foreach thunderstorm day clearly indicated that both
the models have done well in capturing the instability of the
atmosphere at 0000UTC and 1200UTC for the occurrence
of a severe thunderstorm. Thus, model-simulated thermo-
d y n a m i cs t r u c t u r eo v e rK o l k a t ab e c o m e sc o n d u c i v ef o ra
thunderstorm occurrence.
4.2. Analysis of Precipitation. Precipitation is recognized as
one of the most diﬃcult parameters to forecast in numerical
weather prediction [43]. Most of the thunderstorms produce
heavy rainfall during their lifecycle of 1–3 hours. The precip-
itation analyzed in the present paper was 24h accumulated
rainfall for three severe thunderstorm days by taking 6 rain
gaugestationsforeachcase.Theprecipitationisaccumulated
for up to 24h, starting from 0000UTC of each day and12 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 9: ARW-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) pictures from 1000 to 1300UTC on 11, May, 2009.
ending at 0000UTC of the following day. Comparison of
modeled precipitation with rain gauge station observations
for all three thunderstorm days is given in Table 4. Both the
models have well simulated the rainfall amount with NMM
performing better than ARW as indicated in the table. It can
also be seen from the values in Table 4 that NMM model
had predicted the rainfall amount better than ARW on 03,
May, 2009 at the stations Dum Dum, Bankura, Basirhat and
Balasore while ARW’s predictions were better at Sriniketan
and Jamshedpur. The average rainfall from all these six rain
gause stations is also given in Table 4 for all thunderstorm
cases. NMM simulated average rainfall from all six stations
are more than ARW model. On 11 May 2009, NMM model
has done better than ARW model in simulating rainfall at all
the 6 stations. ARW model simulated very less rainfall in 5
stations and overpredicted the rainfall amount at Kharagpur.
NMM-simulated average rainfall on this day is very good as
compared to ARW. On 15, May, 2009, both the models have
well simulated the rainfall amount with NMM performing
better than ARW as indicated in Table 4. Although ARW has
done well occasionally in simulation of rainfall at rain gauge
stations, the overall performance was better with NMM
model. In order to analyze the modeled precipitation, statis-
tical analysis has been done by calculating the CC, RMSE,
and MAE which is given in Table 5. All three statistical
parameters are calculated by taking precipitation value of six
rain gauge stations for three thunderstorm cases together.
NMM model’s superior performance is witnessed withThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 13
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Figure 10: Kolkata DWR composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) imageries from 1000 to 1300UTC on 15, May, 2009.
high-correlation coeﬃcient of 0.565, better than that of
ARW. Further, it can be seen that RMSE, MAE of NMM are
less than that of ARW indicating better eﬃciency of NMM
model in predicting rainfall at diﬀerent stations. The sta-
tistical analysis shows that NMM model’s predicted rainfall
amounts are closer to that of the observed in comparison
with that of ARW. So NMM model has outperformed ARW
in rainfall prediction and is superior to the two models.
4.3. Analysis of Surface Relative Humidity and Temperature.
Surface parameters play a signiﬁcant role in the genesis,
whereas the strength of the upper air pull is required to
asses the growth of the thunderstorm [44].Relative humidity
at surface level has been taken into account, as it is an es-
sential factor in intense convection. Storm days require a suf-
ﬁciently humid and deep layer in the lower and middle at-
mosphere [33]. Figure 2 shows the intercomparison of
observed and model-simulated relative humidity (%) using
NMM and ARW model over Kolkata valid for 03, May, 2009,
11, May, 2009 and 15, May, 2009 at 0000UTC to next day
at 0000UTC. The observed relative humidity for 03, May,
2009 (Figure 2(a)) values peaked from 52% to 100% (48%)
at 1000UTC, whereas NMM model showed a sharp rise
from around 49% to 88% (39%) at 1200UTC, which is two
hours later than that of the observed. ARW was not able
to capture the sharp rise of relative humidity during the
thunderstormhourasintheNMMmodel.Inthesecondcase
(Figure 2(b)), observed relative humidity showed a rise from
66% to100% (34%)at 1200UTC,whereasNMMsimulation
shows a rise from 42% to 77% (35%) at 1000UTC, which
is two hours prior than that of the observed. ARW model
simulation shows an increase from 34% to 52% (18%). A
sudden increase of 35% has been captured by NMM model
as in the observed rise of 34%. ARW model is able to capture
the rise with less intensity. In the third case (Figure 2(c)),
observed relative humidity peaked from 63% to 100% (37%)14 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 11: NMM-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) pictures from 1000 to 1300UTC on 15, May, 2009.
at 1300UTC, whereas NMM model shows a sharp rise from
65% to 91% (26%) at 1400UTC, which is one hour later
than that of the observed. In this thunderstorm case, also
ARW model was not able to capture the sharp rise of relative
humidity during the thunderstorm hour as in the NMM
model. For all the thunderstorm cases (Figure 2), NMM
model has captured the sudden rise of relative humidity
values during the model-simulated thunderstorm hour as in
the observations.
Surface temperature is useful parameter in forecasting
the likelihood occurrence of a thunderstorm [45]. Figure 3
showstheintercomparisonofobservedandmodel-simulated
temperature (◦C) using NMM and ARW model over Kolkata
valid for 03, May, 2009, 11, May, 2009, and 15, May, 2009
at 0000UTC to next day at 0000UTC. The observed tem-
perature (Figure 3(a)) showed a sudden fall from 36.7◦Ct o
21.7◦C( 1 5 ◦C) at 1000UTC, whereas NMM model showed a
fall from 35.1◦C to 26.1◦C( 9 ◦C) at model predicted hour.
For the second case (Figure 3(b)), observed temperature
showed a drop from 33.1◦C to 21.7◦C (11.4◦C) at 1200UTC,
whereas NMM simulation shows a drop from 37.1◦Ct o
28◦C( 9 . 1 ◦C) at 1000UTC. In the third case, the observed
temperature (Figure 3(c)) showed a sudden fall from 29◦C
to 24◦C( 5 ◦C) at 1300UTC, whereas NMM model showed
af a l lf r o m3 1 ◦Ct o2 6 ◦C( 5 ◦C) at model predicted hour of
1400UTC. In all three cases, ARW model failed to capture
the sudden temperature fall over Kolkata as in NMM model.
Comparison of the surface parameters simulated by both
the models indicates the superiority of NMM model in
simulating the thunderstorm over Kolkata on these severeThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 15
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Figure 12: ARW-model-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) from 1000 to 1300UTC on 15, May, 2009.
thunderstorm cases even though one- or two-hour lead or
lag exists.
4.4. Analysis of Composite Radar Reﬂectivity. DWR is being
used worldwide for the study of various severe weather
phenomena like thunderstorms, hailstorms, tornados, and
cyclones. In other words, it can measure how fast rain or hail
is moving towards or away from the radar. From a volume
scan (a series of 360-degree sweeps, each tilting a little higher
than the last) forecasters can get a detailed look at structures
and movements in storms close to the radar [15]. By ana-
lyzing Kolkata DWR composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ)
imageries, on 03, May, 2009, a strong echo was developed
northwest of Kolkata (Ranchi) at 0900UTC. This echo in-
tensiﬁed into northsouth oriented squall line by 1000UTC
(Figure 4(a)) and gradually moved towards Kolkata at
1100UTC (Figure 4(b)). This echo was over Kolkata at
1300UTC (Figure 4(d)) and disappeared at 1400UTC [4].
The use of composite radar reﬂectivity ﬁelds as a model
output product has become increasingly popular recently
as a means for display of high-resolution numerical model
ﬁelds. The chief advantage of the model reﬂectivity product
appears to be that it allows one to more easily see detailed
mesoscale and near-storm scale structures capable of being
simulated by ﬁner resolution models, such as the structure
of deep convection, movement of squall line, and frontal16 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 13: Kalpana satellite derived cloud top temperature (◦C) imageries from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
precipitationbands[21].NMM-model-simulatedcomposite
radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) on 03, May, 2009 from 1000 to
1300UTC is shown in Figure 5. By analyzing NMM-model-
simulated composite radar reﬂectivity plots, a squall line
developed northwest of Kolkata at 1000UTC. This squall
line was moving towards Kolkata at 1100UTC and was over
Kolkata at 1300UTC as in the DWR imageries. ARW-model-
simulated composite radar reﬂectivity (dBZ) on 03, May,
2009 from 1000 to 1300UTC is shown in Figure 6.A R W -
model-simulatedcompositeradarreﬂectivityplotsalsoshow
a squall line, which developed northwest of Kolkata at
1000UTC as in NMM model. This squall line was moving
towards Kolkata at 1100UTC, but did not reach Kolkata
at 1300UTC, which indicates the slow movement of the
squall line. The squall line movement and intensity were well
captured by NMM than ARW.
Kolkata DWR imageries from 1000 to 1300UTC on 11,
May, 2009 are given in Figure 7. By analyzing Kolkata DWR
imageries of 11, May, 2009, a strong echo was developed
northeast of Kolkata at 1000UTC, which was intensiﬁed into
west east-oriented squall line by 1100UTC. Another strong
echowasdevelopedatthenorthwestofKolkataat1100UTC.
These two echoes are merged at 1200UTC and become
intensiﬁed. This echo gradually moved towards Kolkata at
1300UTC. Both ARW and NMM models failed to capture
two strong echoes in their plots. They are able to simulate
one echo which was initiated from northeast of Kolkata at
1000UTC as in observation. It was intensiﬁed and moved
towards Kolkata at 1100UTC (Figure 8). NMM model well
captured this squall line movement as compared to ARW
model (Figure 9) even though the magnitude of composite
radarreﬂectivitysimulatedbyNMMmodelisless.Byanalyz-
ing Kolkata DWR imageries on 15, May, 2009 (Figure 10), a
strong echo was developed near Purulia (PRL) at 1000UTC,
which intensiﬁed into northsouth-oriented squall line by
1100UTC. This echo gradually moved towards Kolkata at
1200UTC. This echo was over Kolkata at 1300UTC and
disappeared at 1500UTC. NMM-model-simulated compos-
ite radar reﬂectivity on 15, May, 2009 from 1000UTC to
1300UTCisshownin Figure 11. ByanalyzingNMM-model-
simulated composite radar reﬂectivity plots, a squall line
developed northwest of Kolkata at 1000UTC. This squall
line was moving towards Kolkata at 1100UTC and was over
Kolkata at 1300UTC as in the DWR imageries. By analyzing
ARW-model-simulated composite radar reﬂectivity pictures
(Figure 12), a squall line developed northwest of Kolkata
at 1000UTC as in NMM model. This squall line was
moving towards Kolkata at 1100UTC. This echo was not
reached over Kolkata by 1300UTC as in the DWR imageries
and NMM-simulated outputs. ARW model well simulatedThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 17
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Figure 14: NMM-model-simulated cloud top temperature (◦C) from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
the intensity as in the previous case. However, it is seen that
the movement of the squall line was slow in ARW as com-
pared to that of the observed.
Simulated radar reﬂectivity is beholden to the ﬁdelity
of the model cloud and precipitation microphysics forecast,
since it is derived directly from the hydrometeor mixing ra-
tios. Any biases in those mixing ratios will be reﬂected in the
simulated reﬂectivity ﬁeld. Furthermore, a particular chal-
lenge in trying to produce a simulated reﬂectivity product
is the diameter-to-the-sixth-power dependence of equivalent
reﬂectivityfactor.Thisdependencerendersreﬂectivityhighly
sensitive to the largest precipitation particles present and
thus renders simulated reﬂectivity highly sensitive not only
to the precipitation mixing ratios, but to assumptions about
the precipitation size distributions. It is conceivable that a
model could be performing well in terms of precipitation
forecast, but producing unrealistic reﬂectivity ﬁelds due to
poor representation of the particle size distributions [21].
From the present analysis of the simulated composite radar
reﬂectivity, we conclude that NMM model has reasonably
well simulated genesis, intensiﬁcation, and propagation of
three severe thunderstorms during 2009 premonsoon season
over east Indian region as in the DWR radar reﬂectivity im-
ageries, but failed to capture the intensity as in observations18 The Scientiﬁc World Journal
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Figure 15: ARW-model-simulated cloud top temperature (◦C) from 1000 to 1300UTC on 03, May, 2009.
for second and third thunderstorm cases. ARW model well
simulated the thunderstorm initiation, while the squall line
movement was slow.
4.5. Analysis of Cloud Top Temperature. The ability to accu-
ratelyforecastcloudinessisnecessaryintheﬁeldsofaviation.
In recent years, brightness temperature and cloud top tem-
perature derived from NWP model output have been used
to demonstrate the advanced capabilities of these models
for severe weather prediction [46] .I nt h i ss e c t i o n ,w eh a v e
examined the ability of NMM and ARW models to realis-
tically simulate the cloud top temperature (CTT) over east
Indian region. The comparison of Kalpana satellite-derived
cloud top temperature imageries with model simulated CTT
is presented here. The satellite imageries (Figure 13) of this
thunderstorm case show that two convective cells developed
over Bangladesh (northeast of Kolkata) and Jharkhand
(northwest of Kolkata) at 1000UTC. These cells expanded
and merged over West Bengal by 1200UTC and reached a
maximum CTT of −60◦C. This cell is more intensiﬁed at
1300UTC and reached upto −70◦C. The NMM-model-
simulated CTT (Figure 14) also shows both convective cells
over northeast and northwest of Kolkata at 1000UTC. These
cells are merged over West Bengal at 1200UTC as in theThe Scientiﬁc World Journal 19
satellite imageries. The model-simulated CTT reached upto
−70◦C during this cloud formation and movement. The
ARW-model-simulated CTT shows the cloud cluster over
northwest of Kolkata as in the NMM model (Figure 15). The
ARW model failed to capture convective cell over northeast
o fK o l k a t aa si nN M Ma n do b s e r v e di m a g e r i e s .T h em o v e -
ment of this cloud cluster simulated by ARW model is slow
as in DWR imageries. The NMM-model-simulated CTT for
other two cases also show cloud clusters over West Bengal
regionasinobservations.ButARWmodelfailedtorepresent
the cloud clusters as in observations (results not shown).
Theconvectiondiagnosedbythecloudtoptemperaturefrom
NMM model appears to be fairly representative of the struc-
ture and intensity observed in Kalpana satellite imageries.
5. Conclusions
In the present study, an attempt has been made to compare
the simulated results of three thunderstorm events during
SAARC STORM ﬁeld experiments 2009 which was initiated
and conducted during the months of April and May over
east and northeast regions of India, using WRF-NMM and
WRF-ARW models, and it validated the model results with
observations.
Analysis of the stability indices simulated by both the
models in comparison with that of FNL-derived indices
clearly indicate that both the models have performed well
in simulating the diﬀerent thermodynamic indices such as
CAPE,LI,TTI,andK-indexat1200UTCwhichisverymuch
favorableforthunderstormoccurrence.Itisalsoseenthatthe
models tend to overpredict CAPE and LI more at 1200UTC
as compared to FNL analysis. Comparison of model-simu-
lated radar reﬂectivity with that of the observed revealed that
boththemodelshavedonewellinsimulatingtheinitiationof
squall lines. NMM model has simulated well the propagation
of the squall lines, which is in good agreement with that of
the observed, while the squall line movement was slow in
ARW. The NMM-model-simulated cloud top temperature
appears to be fairly more representative of the structure and
intensity observed in satellite imageries than ARW.
Comparison of model-simulated thunderstorm aﬀected
parameters with that of the observed revealed that NMM
has performed better than ARW in capturing the sharp rise
in humidity and drop in temperature even though one- or
two-hour lag or lead exists. ARW model has failed to capture
the rise and drop in humidity and temperature, respectively.
The precipitation forecasts have been analyzed by statistical
techniques, namely CC, RMSE, and MAE. It is clearly seen
fromtheanalysisthatNMMmodelhasdonebetterwithhigh
CC than that of the ARW and also with low RMSE and MAE.
So it can be concluded that NMM model has out performed
ARW in precipitation forecasts. From the above results, it
can be concluded that NMM model has better capability in
prediction of thunderstorms over east Indian region. This
study is not conclusive, because the data used to evaluate
model simulations are quite limited, and more diagnostic
analysis would be required to understand why there are such
diﬀerences between these two models.
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